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For the rest of my life 
I want to reflect on 
what light is.

– Albert Einstein

VICTORIA yogacentre



Short
WORKSHOPS

Inversions
With Gwynneth Powell
Saturday, March 6, 12 - 3pm
Pre-requisite: Two terms of Level 2 
with a good knowledge of Salamba
Sarvangasana
Cost: $45 + GST for members, 

$50 + GST for non-members

What and How to Practice
With Leslie Hogya
Sunday, March 28, 1-3pm
Pre-requisite: At least two terms 
of Level 1 classes.
Cost: $30 + GST for members, 

$35 + GST for non-members

Yoga Kurunta – Ropes
With Ann Kilbertus
Saturday, May 15, 1- 3pm
Pre-requisite: At least two terms 
of Level 1 classes
Cost: $30 + GST for members, 

$35 + GST for non-members

IYENGAR YOGA 

July 5-10, 2004
With Leslie Hogya, Ann Kilbertus 
and Linda Benn

This six-day Intensive will focus on
preparing teachers for assessment in
Iyengar Yoga at Introductory Level I or II. 

Leslie, Ann and Linda are experienced
teachers certified at the Junior
Intermediate III Level through the
Canadian Iyengar Yoga Teachers’
Association. They are qualified C.I.Y.T.A.
assessors. All three are committed to
assisting local and outlying yogis to
become skilled Iyengar Yoga teachers.
Preference will be given to C.I.Y.T.A.
members in recognized Iyengar Yoga
teacher training programs.

August 16-20, 2004
With Shirley Daventry French

This course is for certified Iyengar Yoga
teachers who wish to prepare for
assessment at Junior Intermediate Level I,
II or III. 

Shirley is a long-time student of B.K.S.
Iyengar who has awarded her a senior
teaching credential. She has been
teaching yoga for thirty years and is one
of North America’s most experienced
teachers in the Iyengar tradition. Shirley
has been training teachers in Victoria and
throughout Canada for many years.

In both Intensives there will be daily
classes in asana and pranayama, the art
and science of teaching and peer
teaching.

As in previous years, Iyengar Yoga
teachers from other countries are also
invited to apply. C.I.Y.T.A. members will
get priority.

Fees (incl. GST): 
Victoria Yoga Centre members: $535.00, 
Non-members $567.10

Registration opens February 16, 2004.

To receive the application and registration
forms, please contact: 
Victoria Yoga Centre, 202-919 Fort Street, 
Victoria, BC V8V 3K3

Phone: (250) 386-YOGA (9642) 
or Ann: (250) 598-0976, 
or Linda: (250) 478-0757

Email Linda: lbenn@islandnet.com 
or Ann: stpatrick@entirety.ca 

Teacher
Training
Intensives
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Movies are free and start at 6:45 pm • Bring your own popcorn

Victoria Yoga Centre, 202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, BC

Come  b e  i n s p i r e d  b y B . K . S .  I y e n g a r
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E
ach November, Derek
and I spend a week
on the west coast of
Vancouver Island in a

beachside apartment adjacent
to Pacific Rim National Park.
There, we take long walks, eat
leisurely meals, practise yoga,
sit and read looking up every
now and then to take in the
magnificent sweep of beach,
the surf, the sunset. The
elements can be fierce here,
the rain torrential, the winds gale force or
more. The apartment has a fire place and
supplies of logs, candles and matches for when
the power goes out as it often does. We love
this place.

Long Beach, as this area is commonly
called because of its long stretches of sandy
beaches (not to be confused with Long Beach
California), faces the open Pacific with the
next landfall in Japan. It is not the easiest
place to get to, although the true Canadian
wilderness adventurer would probably scoff at
this statement. By car, the last part of the
journey is through a winding hilly narrow
road encompassing many hairpin bends, cliffs
on one side, steep drop-off on the other. You
need to be constantly vigilant. If it’s raining,
which is not unknown in this region famed
for its rainforest, there are waterfalls cascading
down the rock faces and flooding the road.

A friend of my husband once had a really
nerve racking experience here when his car
hydroplaned on this road straight into a lake.
At first he thought it was a shallow lake
because the car did not sink and seemed to be
sitting on the bottom allowing him to clamber
out. Once out of the car he found himself in
very deep water - literally not figuratively -
and had to swim to shore. Shaken and
shivering on the bank, he watched as his car
suddenly sank and disappeared from view into

one thousand feet of water!
Directly after our trip to

Long Beach, I would be
leaving for Hong Kong and
India. As the time approached
I was feeling overwhelmed
with work and decided that
rather than drive with Derek I
would fly there a few days
later. Not many airlines fly
from Victoria to Tofino in
November so it required an
extensive search to find a

flight. Then the day before I was to leave 
I came home to find a message that this
airline had gone into bankruptcy. There
would be no flight. Determined to go I
searched again until I found another small
airline which could take me.

On the day of departure the weather was
terrible with rain, wind and thick fog and I
wondered if we would be able to take off. The
man who checked me in and took my baggage
cheerfully assured me we would. A little later
this same man led myself and five others out
to board a very small plane, a Piper Navaho
which could carry six passengers. As we
climbed aboard this man enquired if any of us
had flown in such a plane before, and no-one
had. Then one passenger asked him if he had.
When he answered no and proceeded to sit in
the co-pilot’s seat, I had a moment of unease
as I thought to myself: I hope at least the pilot
has flown this type of plane before! The
passengers exchanged uncertain glances, and
then we took off.

Despite the weather and the fact that most
of the journey was over mountain ranges, it
turned out to be an excellent flight with little
turbulence. The magnificent scenery was
obscured, but fortunately the pilot or his
instruments saw enough to bring the plane
down very smoothly on a short landing strip
which was not visible to my naked eye. Once

REFLECTIONS — March /April 2004

SHIRLEY DAVENTRY FRENCH WAS

AWARDED SENIOR CERTIFICATION

FROM B.K.S. IYENGAR. SHE HAS BEEN

TEACHING SINCE 1972 AND FOUNDED

THE VICTORIA YOGA CENTRE IN 

1976. SHIRLEY LIVES IN VICTORIA 

AND TEACHES WORLDWIDE. 

“You can acquire

knowledge 

from books, 

but intelligence

can only 

be earned.”

– B.K.S. Iyengar, Pune,
December 2003
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there it was worth all the trouble and expense
to spend the next few days resting, reflecting,
reading and readying myself to teach in Hong
Kong and travel on to India to celebrate my
Guru’s eighty-fifth birthday. 

One of the particular delights of the west
coast of Vancouver Island is the pristine air,
full of negative ions, which invigorate body
and mind and uplift the spirit. Each day I
greedily inhaled hoping it would sustain my
lungs to cope with the polluted air I would
soon be breathing in Asia.

The difficulties I had with my flight to
Tofino were a precursor of an obstacle strewn
path to Pune. 

I returned home with one day to pack and
organise for my trip. Confident that every-
thing was under control I commenced
packing taking time out for lunch with my
son and a visit with my youngest grandchild.
Early that day I found I did not have the
photocopy of my passport that I usually carry
as a precaution. Derek volunteered to go out
and take care of this so I could concentrate on
packing. Late afternoon when we returned
from lunch at our son’s there was a message
on the telephone saying that my passport had
been left in the store where it was photo-
copied. They were open until 4 o’clock. It was
then 5.30 pm. The store was now closed until
Monday morning.

Derek and I have dual nationality. “Well,”
he said pragmatically, “you can use your
British passport.” Fine, excepting that my
Canadian passport contained my Indian Visa.
There followed an emotionally charged
evening of searching for ways to overcome this
problem culminating in establishing contact
with the store owners who graciously came
out on a cold wet evening, opened their store
and returned my passport. I was ready to go.

The journey to Hong Kong the following
day was trouble free, but when I arrived my
suitcase was damaged and unusable and I had
to buy a new one. What next, I wondered?

Towards the end of my teaching in Hong
Kong I began to think about organising
myself for the ongoing journey to India.
Looking through my documents I saw that I
had not been assigned a seat for the flight
from Hong Kong to Mumbai, so I phoned

Thai Airways and gave them my file number
only to learn my entire itinerary had been
cancelled. Impossible, I told them. Just two
days ago Air Canada had phoned me with a
time change. The file was obviously active
then. Since my ticket had been issued by Air
Canada, Thai Air was not prepared to do
anything at all. Neither was Air Canada’s
Hong Kong office who said I would have to
phone Canada, and there ensued two days of
telephone calls, most of them long distance
and at an inconvenient hour as I tried to find
out what had happened and, more important,
to get my flights reinstated. 

At midnight the day before I was due to
leave, Air Canada informed me that they had
managed to get me on flights to India but not
out of it. At 8 am on the day of departure I
learned I could get a flight out of India two
days’ earlier than I had planned. Given the
proximity to Christmas and not wanting to
spend it in Mumbai airport, I decided to take
these flights. 

While all this had been going on, I had
asked myself several times if these difficulties
were portents that I should stop all this
travelling and stay home. Perhaps, I won-
dered, I am getting too old for all this! Ironic
when you consider that my onward journey to
India was to celebrate my teacher’s eighty-fifth
birthday! At one point in Hong Kong I was so
frustrated I considered abandoning the
ongoing trip and returning to Canada. Who
needs all this aggravation? 

Thank God I dismissed that idea. A
spiritual gift is of incalculable worth, and such
a gift awaited me. To attain such a gift

Guruji receiving salutations 
and bestowing blessings 
at a Puja on December 6th
marking the start of
weeklong rituals
culminating in his 85th
birthday on December 14th.



demands sacrifice, effort, inconvenience,
facing challenges and removing or circum-
venting obstacles.

The late Swami Vivekananda, told us to
discard everything which weakens us. It is not
always easy to discriminate between that
which weakens and that which will strengthen
us. Sleep deprivation weakens us. Air travel
weakens us. Stress weakens us. Breathing
polluted air weakens us. It is a question of
balance. Waiting for me in Pune was what
Swami Radha called “a pearl beyond price”.
Knowing this, I persevered in getting myself
out of Hong Kong and on to a plane for
India.

Contrary to the myth perpetuated in the
West that yoga will make you feel better, look
better, live better without any discomfort or
upheaval, anyone who cares to read spiritual
texts or biographies of spiritual leaders and
teachers will find a recital of hardship, depriva-
tion, supreme difficulty. My recent journey
hardly falls into this category: my difficulties
in unraveling the cancellation of my itinerary
were being handled in the very comfortable
home of two longtime friends, albeit having to
be attended to at the same time as a
demanding teaching schedule. This incident
also involved some loss of sleep to contact
airline agents in Canada late at night and early
morning Hong Kong time. It was not how I
had envisioned ending my two weeks there,
but yoga teaches us to deal with life as it
comes and not get carried away with visions of
how it should be. 

It was as long ago as last July, knowing I
would be in Hong Kong in November, that I
decided to travel on to Pune. I enquired
whether any special events were being planned
for Guruji’s eighty-fifth birthday, but no-one
knew of anything out of the ordinary. Every
December B.K.S. Iyengar’s birthday is observed
and celebrated at the Institute, but some
birthdays are more auspicious than others and
there had been special events on his sixtieth,
seventieth, seventy-fifth and eightieth birth-
days. No matter, I decided to go anyway in
gratitude for all he has given me, and because I
wanted to be in his presence again. I also
welcomed the chance to take classes from
Geeta and Prashant and attend the morning

practice at the Institute where one of the
highlights is that, if he is in town, Guruji will
be practising at the same time. This is all part
of the inspirational package of a visit to Pune. 

My plans were already set in motion when
news came from Pune of a special one-week
course to be taught by Guruji. The festivities
began on December 6th with a special Puja
where Guruji sat on a platform surrounded by
his family while priests chanted prayers and
mantras and led him through sacrificial rituals
involving fire, smoke and a ritual bath with
consecrated water. The auditorium was packed
with pupils, local, national and international.
After the bath, which took place outside the
hall, we all had the opportunity to receive
Guruji’s blessing and then we were served
lunch. It is always amazing to me in India,
where it can take days to change an airline
booking or (as I once discovered) hours to pick
up a registered letter at the post office, they can
provide and serve a nutritious meal for many
hundreds of people speedily with aplomb. 

On December 8th the course itself began.
Guruji taught each morning for three hours
and many times would have continued had it
not been that we, his students, were unable to
absorb any more. We were not working
physically hard. A dozen pupils, most of them
Indian, were on a platform where individually
and in groups they received guidance from a
master whose own practice has taken him to
the zenith of yoga. We sat, watched, listened,
our senses on full alert; and when he saw our
attention beginning to falter he ended that
session. What, I wonder, is it like to be at that
place where so few, if anyone, can really grasp
the full depth of your teaching? His daughter
Geeta and his son Prashant, Guruji’s foremost
disciples, are master teachers in their own
right, way beyond the rest of us, but they
would be the first to acknowledge the gap
between them and their father.

A few years ago during an intensive taught
by Geeta, she told us to pay attention to
Guruji with all our faculties because we would
not see his like again for hundreds of years. If
there were any doubts about this statement,
they would have been dispelled by attending
this course. It was simply brilliant, as Guruji
demonstrated the use of asana as a spiritual
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What, I wonder, 
is it like to be 
at that place
where so few, 
if anyone, 
can really grasp
the full depth 
of your teaching?

December 14th Birthday
Ceremony



tool to refine body and mind to go
beyond body and mind. As he told us
one day: “Spiritual practice in asana is
when all the various links are in contact
with Atma.”

Each evening, Prashant went over the
morning’s work for the benefit of those
who were unable to be present in the
morning, but also for the benefit of those
of us who had been there. Guruji is
mercurial and taught so much so fast,
laced with sanskrit quotations and
references to spiritual texts, that it was
really helpful to go over the material again.
For each day I have two sets of notes plus
CDs to guide my practice and help me
unravel the mystery of consciousness.

The first evening began with an
unexpected visit (at least to those of us in
the audience) from T.K.V. Desikachar, the
son of Guruji’s guru, T. Krishnamacharya,
and a noted teacher in his own right. Sri
Desikachar had travelled to Pune from

Chennai (Madras) with a group of his
students for the purpose of honouring
Guruji. They had prepared a special
chant for the occasion, and Desikachar
and his son spoke warmly and apprecia-
tively of Guruji’s immense contribution
to yoga as well as their family connec-
tion. Krishnamacharya’s wife was Guruji’s
sister; therefore Desikachar is Guruji’s
nephew. It was a delightful interlude.

Each morning the level of Guruji’s
teaching was such that it cannot nor

should be regurgitated before being
thoroughly digested, and that is a process
which requires time. One evening
Prashant spoke of his dilemma in trying
to portray the concepts Guruji was
trying to get us to grasp, the fruit of
seventy years of dedicated and intense
sadhana. He did not know, he said,
whether to laugh or cry and likened
himself to a lame dwarf at the foothills of
Mount Everest. He told us: “A lame
dwarf is going to guide you to the
pinnacle of Everest”; and we laughed
with him although we had trust in our
guide. Of course, it was difficult and
challenging for Prashant but he did a
very fine job. I have been going back and
forth between the notes I made in the
morning when Guruji was teaching and
the notes of Prashant’s evening presenta-
tion, and the latter are helping me better
understand the former. 

As he concluded his presentation,
Guruji told us that although the session
was concluding, the subject matter is
inconclusive. Drawing as he was from
seventy years of experience, he found it
impossible to cover the gamut of each
asana in so short a period. “How many
years did I have to wait for that light to
flash on me?” And he drew a laugh when
he pointed out that there is a gap
between his sadhana and some of his
pupils making it difficult for him! He
also warned us that whereas he is first
and foremost a student, many of his
students are teachers and no longer
students and this failure is visible to him.
He had tried to build us up and
reminded us that soul has no age, so you
can always rectify what should not have
been done. And for good measure, he
added that nobody there was older than
him so he could say this with force.
Amen Guruji!

On December 14th we had a final
gathering to celebrate Guruji’s actual
birthday according to the universal
calendar. With Zubin Zartoshtimanesh
acting as master of ceremonies, those who
had been on the platform with Guruji

garlanded him with their words of
appreciation, and longtime Pune student
Colly Dastur garlanded him with flowers.
After beautiful tributes to their father and
Guru from Geeta and Prashant, Guruji
himself came on the platform to address
us. My eyes filled with tears as he defined
the lineage by acknowledging his Guru,
Krishnamacharya as the seed and himself
as the shoot which has bifurcated into 
two strong branches represented by Geeta
and Prashant.

I am so grateful that the Divine once
again gave me the chance to be in class
with my teacher. On the first day, after an
introductory talk, as Guruji stripped down
to his shorts and began to teach, it was as
if twenty-five years fell away and he was as
I remember him from my first class in
Pune. This was not an old man but an
ageless and immortal teacher, an incarna-
tion of Patanjali – and I felt so blessed to
be there. 
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Friday Night
Gathering

APRIL 2

Asana practice: 6:30pm 
Potluck dinner: 7:30pm

Showing of “Samadhi” 
– a 20 minute video of Gurujii

Bring food to share
Everybody is welcome to join us. 

Bring a friend, your partner 
or a family member.

By donation, free for members. 
Victoria Yoga Centre, 

202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, BC 

Prashant spoke of his
dilemma in trying to
portray the concepts
Guruji was trying to 
get us to grasp, the 
fruit of seventy years 
of dedicated and
intense sadhana.
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Do you think that yoga practice and
ayurveda are incompatible with 
Western medicine?

G
eetaji: No! Undoubtedly,
they are different branches.
We have to respect Western
medicine, respect yoga also,

and respect ayurveda as well. I would say,
when all these three subjects come
together, they can bring a wonderful
result. It could do wonders. But if this has
to happen all the three branches have to be
studied by all in order to do the research
work. They should do yoga, they should
go for ayurveda, and know modern
medicine as well. If these three subjects
come together I think it will be a great
blessing to human kind. But separately we
develop only one side of it and that is why
the problem comes. Then it appears as
though one is against the other two.

The doctors think only in the line of
conventional Western medicine and
medical science. The science of yoga is one
of self-experience. To accept yoga one
necessarily needs to practise it, but doctors
don’t want to find out what yoga does, and
if they are doctors of ayurveda, they don’t
know about medical science and yogic
science. They want to go in their own way.
If they are a yoga practitioner, they don’t
know about either medical science or
ayurveda and they want to go in their own
way. But I think as far as Guruji is

concerned, though he is not a medical
practitioner or an ayurvedic doctor, still
being a yoga practitioner he is always open
for all these things.

Suppose if you are having a problem,
you are taking the medicine, he has tried

to find out how to get rid of the side
effects of these medicines. If you are trying
to control your problems or disease with
medicines, he knows up to what level the
yoga can be taught. For instance you are
controlling your high blood pressure with
medication, he will remind all the teachers
that you being a patient of high blood
pressure controlled with medication what
precautions have to be taken. He will try
to see how it will be controlled through
the practice. He doesn’t say to stop the
medicines. On the contrary he will say
that if you are taking medicines what and
how much to do. As you begin to feel
better and light, and no longer getting
palpitations or symptoms such as heavy
perspiration, dizziness etc, he asks you to
reduce the medication and increase yogic
doses. As the pressure becomes normal,
medicine is no longer required. Through
yogic practice you mend.

There are certain good concepts in
ayurveda also which are universally
applicable, such as the three humours of
the body. If modern medical science can
pick up and apply that, it may help them
to improve their own science. Now
medical science is accepting certain
household medicines. For instance it is
now agreed that turmeric powder is good
for cancer, ayurveda knew it from the very
beginning. That is how USA wants to
patent these substances.

An Interview with Geetaji: Part IV
Following Dr Geeta S. Iyengar’s European Tour in April and May 2002, 

Judith Jones interviewed her for Iyengar Yoga News (UK) on 25th August 2002 
in the library of the Ramamani Iyengar Memorial Yoga Institute in Pune, India. 

In this final installment of the interview Geetaji talks about Ayurveda and 
about women. Thank you to IYN and to Geetaji for kindly granting us 

permission to reprint it here.

“Now medical science 
is accepting certain
household medicines.
For instance it is now
agreed that turmeric
powder is good for
cancer, ayurveda knew
it from the very
beginning.”
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Instead of patenting - making money,
holding, possessing - instead of thinking
on that line, why not say, “We are all
possessors for the knowledge which exists
in this work for human upliftment.” Do
we not have a right to have the knowledge
for the good of everyone?

This is how the word veda also has
come. Veda means to know. The vedas are
not books. Later, they came in book form.
Veda is the ocean of knowledge, which was
always existing. Vedas do not belong to any
particular sect, caste or religion. The word
Hinduism is not found in any of the vedas.
First of all understand this fact. There is
no word called Hinduism or Hindu in
Vedic literature. Vedic literature speaks
about whole humanity.

Universal truth?

G
eetaji: Yes - absolutely. It is
universal truth. It is called as
Sanatana Dharma - the eternal
religion. Its eternity is meant

for this eternal world. The vedas believe
that the whole world is one family. Can
you imagine the idea coming in those
days? But still they have said vasudhaiva
kutumbakam. The whole earth, the world is
one family. Why did the idea come? Do
you mean to say that the vedic rishis
considered India as the whole world?
Vasudha is earth, our planet. The whole
earth is one family. If that idea has to
occur, do you mean to say they were not
knowing this whole world? It’s only the
question of Sanskrit language. It’s not even
Sanskrit. Vedic language is not Sanskrit. It
is called girvanabhasha - the language of the
God. Girvana means God and bhasha
means language. The script too is called
Devanagari - script of God. This means the
knowledge that comes is coming from
some higher energy. In this sense Sanskrit
is the origin of other languages.

If suddenly something strikes me, like
it struck Newton to say that an apple
coming down means some energy is
pulling that apple down. Why did no one
think about it and yet he could? He could

think about it. Do you mean to say the
apples were not falling before him? But his
thinking process began to think, “why did
it come down?” It occurred to him that
something is getting pulled. The word
“gravitation” appeared later. He called it as
gravitational force. Do you mean to say
there was a language first which called it
gravity, or gravitational force and then
Newton found it?

The language developed as the
knowledge came. So the knowledge comes,
the language develops. When you begin to
understand something, you develop the
language. Yoga was existing before Patanjali
but it was scattered in several scriptures.
But Patanjali developed the language. He
codified it. In this sense, Patanjali too was a
scientist. He did a lot of experiments and
research work to put the whole of yogic
science in the sutra form.

Therefore, we human beings of
developed intelligence should not reject
the subject just because it belongs to a
foreign language. For me if English is a
foreign language, to you Sanskrit is foreign
language. But the subject matter is meant
for mankind.

So if Ayurveda, Western medicine,
yoga, come together they can do wonders.
We should not be ignorant of it or make it
an ego problem. If you take that earlier
question regarding yoga for Indian and
European women, it comes from our own
ego. To say that “oh I am an Indian
woman, you are a European woman.”
Does it make any sense? We are the same!
Our problems are same. All of us want
health. All of us want happiness. It is only
our culture, outer appearance, language,

and nationality that might be making a
few differences. Do you remember I said
the clouds are the same everywhere? You
don’t say this is an Indian cloud and that is
an English cloud, no chance, it is impos-
sible! The clouds are the same! The sky is
same. So there is no difference. We only
have to look into it. In which way we are
treating through modern medical science,
in which way we are treating through
Ayurveda, and in which way we are treating
through yoga. Now, the recent progress is
that doctors have begun to recommend
yoga. They say that when you have a heart
problem, and when you have diseases like
cancer or you have high blood pressure -
do some yoga and meditation. Still this
statement comes from ignorance though
yoga is recognised. What is yoga and what
is meditation? Are they two separate
things? These two words are used as two
separate methods. Is meditation something
different from yoga? Then how did these
two words come into existence - yoga and
meditation? Yoga includes meditation.

I would like to say that yoga has to be
the whole life style. Apart from the
medicinal treatment on diseases, Ayurveda
has to be known since it has its own value
which categorises the human constitution
very clearly and distinctly based on three
humours namely vata, pitta and kapha as
well as three qualities sattva, rajas and

“We are the same! Our problems are same. 
All of us want health. All of us want happiness. 
It is only our culture, outer appearance, 
language, and nationality that might be 
making a few differences.”

“The vedas believe 
that the whole world 
is one family.”



tamas. No other science has given this
distinct constitution. Western medicine
has made a great progress in the field of
medicines and surgery. The subjective
knowledge of yoga and Ayurveda, if
intermingled properly with the objective
knowledge of western medical science, can
do wonders for human beings.

When teaching Indian and European
women do you perceive any differences
in their needs?

Geetaji: There are two ways to
look at this question. All
women have the same
problems. Women’s psy-

chology is the same everywhere. As far as
the lifestyle is concerned there are differ-
ences based on culture and custom. The
Indian lifestyle, European or American
lifestyle are changing and when you
compare from one country to another you
do find the lifestyles changing. As the
environment changes, the requirements of
the human being too change. This creates
problems that may seem to be different
and separate, but when you go to the root
of the problems they are the same.
Emotional problems, ageing problems,
physical problems, for all women such
problems are very similar.

But to some extent, as I say, the social
norms and environmental conditions
differ, even in the countries like Europe
and America, in spite of having the same
religion or the same background, there is a

difference between the status of the
women. There is a difference as far as their
freedom is concerned. In a similar manner,
the Indian way of life might be showing
some changes, but as far as women are
concerned there is no difference. Women’s
problems are the same. So, while teaching
yoga, I would say the question of the
cultural background has to be considered.

For a long time when the country was
not having Independence Indian women
were under social pressure and stress. A
fear complex was always present, though
hidden. Now the women are coming out,
there are quite a few women now who will
boldly declare “We are doing yoga.” But,
in 1961, when I was practising yoga, very
few women came forward to do yoga.
When Guruji started in ’36, some women
preferred to learn from him because he
was a young boy. They didn’t want to learn
from elderly men because they were shy
and afraid to learn from men. They
preferred an innocent boy to a grown-up
man. Now, in modern times, you don’t
find 16 year old boys innocent anymore.

When I started teaching only a few
women would come forward to learn. I
had to go to their homes to teach, they
never came out of their house to learn. If
at all they wanted to learn they would take
me to their bedroom to teach so nobody
looks at them to see what they are doing,
how they are doing. Dress was a big
problem then, now it is not. Gradually the
women started to form groups so they

could come together and learn: So like this
the changes are occurring.

In Western countries women had much
freedom. They could choose to follow any
field of interest. They could pick up games.
They had not to worry about dress. In this
way Western women had much more
freedom than Indian women.

Sometimes freedom makes one to lose
sensitivity. Often the freedom is misused.
Women should recognise their femininity,
it has its own beauty and own vigour.
They should not lose the femininity under
the influence of freedom. If we recognise
the quality of womanhood, I don’t think
there has to be any difference between
Eastern and Western women. Basically we
should not compare ourselves with men,
rather we have to recognise our own
potency, our own potential femininity. If
we say that we are equal to men and that
we can do everything that they do, then
we lose our self-identity. There are certain
things which as women we can do better
than men and there are certain things that
only they should do. Women now are
exposed to wrestling, weightlifting, body-
building and so on. I’m not against it.
Women are entering in every field and
perhaps it is appreciated also. But still I
feel on the other hand that we should
recognise our own inner identity. I would
call it a beauty. It’s not the external body
beauty, but it is femininity. We have to
protect our femininity as men are pro-
tecting their masculinity. So this I would
definitely say, that in yoga practice I have
to make Indian ladies to come out of their
shyness, timidity and fear complex. They

8

“… in the countries like Europe and
America, in spite of having 
the same religion or the same
background, there is a difference
between the status of the women.”

“Basically we should not
compare ourselves with
men, rather we have 
to recognise our own
potency, our own
potential femininity.”
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stick to their femininity, thinking that
these are the qualities of femininity, and
don’t want to come out. In Western
countries, women are courageous but want
to equate themselves with men, conse-
quently they are getting more exposed to
masculinity than to their own femininity. 
I would say that Indian women should
begin to pick up qualities such as vigour
and courage and add to their femininity,
and Western women should drop mas-
culinity. Women have to be
non-aggressively active. They should be
calm having positive tolerance. Negative
tolerance kills their individuality.
Submission is a negative tolerance. In
other words I think it is a question of
balance. It is not a question of argument
but a kind of balance both ways, so, if a
woman is going towards masculinity I
would say come back to femininity and if
she is going too much towards femininity
she should develop more masculine
qualities. Take for instance if we lose the
hormonal balance and that begins to show
its changes on the outside, are we not
afraid at that time? We definitely feel
nervous if hormonal changes occur and
lead us from femininity to masculinity
when we don’t want to. So this functional
physiological problem shakes our psy-
chology. Then it is only our duty to
protect. While teaching yoga I perceive
this point mainly. I don’t want the
performance of Western women going in 
a masculine way and I don’t want Indian
women to go in an unbalanced feminine
way either. Men use their physical strength
to perform asana or pranayama. Therefore
their performance has a tinge of aggressive-
ness and ego. They should have the
emotional feeling in practice. Women have
to build up physical strength with out
losing their emotional connection. They
should not lose their softness. Indian
women are soft, but their softness should
not be at the cost of strength, and Western
women are strong but they should not lose
softness - stubbornness and sturdiness
should be minimised.

There is one more point. If the people
are regularly in front of you, you are able
to teach them with continuity, it is
different to the situation when you go
from place to place and teach them just
for a few days, then you may find the
difference in teaching. If I am coming to
UK just to teach for four days, obviously
my method of teaching has to change
because in four days I have to convey and
give maximum to both men and women.
That teaching depends on what they have
practised, what they have learnt. But when
I have to teach only women, that too on a
continuous basis, I will certainly see that
the approach will be more feminine. On
the whole I won’t say that Indian women
and Western women are different since
their problems are the same. My teaching
will be the same but I would certainly see
which group lacks what and what sort of
changes are required in teaching so that
they are benefited.

The cultural difference sometimes
projects the problem in a different way.
For instance the menopause stage in
women’s life. Women in Western coun-
tries, become nervous of menopause. Their
problem of nervousness is quite different
from the same problem for women in
India, who too become nervous. Quite a
few Western women who tell me that now
they are approaching menopause are afraid
that their men may divorce them. The fear

that the family may break, that the
husband may begin to dislike the wife and
lose interest in her makes her situation
worse. It’s a fact which happens and there
are quite a few whose family has been
broken. The men chose younger women,
whereas in India this is very rare to
happen. This kind of fear may not exist.
But, as far as the physiological, psycholog-
ical and emotional problems are concerned
all women are undergoing the same
changes.

So when you are asking me the
question about teaching Indian women
and European women, as far as their need
is concerned, there is no difference.
Everybody faces some sort of pain and
problem. Women’s responsibilities, do not
differ as such. Every woman faces men-
struation and pregnancy. When they have
to get married they are not sure whether
the person they have chosen is right or
wrong. It is a different type of emotional
problem along with the fear complex. So I
don’t think as far as that is concerned there
is any difference as such, but as far as the
environment, family life, social life is
concerned there is a difference. Therefore
one needs to change one’s mental set-up.
The mental deliberation needs to be
gravitating towards yogic culture. The
yogic method does not differ whether one
is an Easterner of a Westerner. For every
woman there is the household work and

“Women in Western
countries, become
nervous of menopause.
Their problem of
nervousness is quite
different from the same
problem for women in
India, who too become
nervous.”

“I always feel that when
they do 
some of the asanas 
and pranayamas 
they feel mentally
peaceful, they get 
some inner strength 
and moral courage 
to face the world.”
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worries, there is always the responsibility in
the house. You have to look after everyone,
you have to take care of family members.
Even if you are all alone, not married or
divorced, you have to take care of yourself.
You have to cook yourself, you have to get
organised yourself, everything is there. If
you have a family you have to look after
the others also. The needs of women are
similar, as the problems are. It is true that
one cannot break the social norms or
religious barriers easily, but one can adopt
a yogic method to establish inner peace. I
always feel that when they do some of the
asanas and pranayamas they feel mentally
peaceful, they get some inner strength and
moral courage to face the world. If that
happens whichever country you belong to,
which religion you belong to, the question
doesn’t arise. Then women are safe. For

me, when I look in that way I feel, they
can be safe. They can protect themselves.

When emotionally distressed the
Western women immediately express
themselves, whereas Indian women may
not express their emotions so suddenly.

So do you think Western women are more
emotional?

G
eetaji: I won’t say they are
more emotional. Indians have
more emotional tolerance
compared to Western women.

Westerners express the emotions quickly
and for Indian women it may take a little
longer time to express. They want to hide
these kind of problems to a great extent or
solve them by pacifying themselves. Then
they may come and tell but certainly they
won’t instantly say, “Oh! This is what

happened to me.” But when it is unbear-
able then they will say, “OK, now I will tell
you that this is what happened to me.” But
that doesn’t make the problem to get
diluted. Fundamentally the problem
remains the same. So I will say that if they
come to yoga, whether this group or that
group, to whichever culture they belong to,
it helps them, because emotional stability
gives some courage to them, they build up
their nerves to face all these problems.

Westerners are physically strong
whereas Indian women will not be that
strong. However emotionally they are
strong. I think that both have to
exchange this physical and emotional
energy to have a perfect balance.
Intellectually they are
quite balanced. 

The 20th

Annual Retreat
at the Saltspring Centre

Shirley is a senior student 

of B.K.S. Iyengar and has

studied at the Ramamani

Memorial Institute in Pune

many times, most recently 

in December 2003.

Registration will open for paid VYC members on
March 15, 2004. If there are any spaces left, 
non-members may register by March 22, 2004.

Members’ Price: $325 for shared accommodation
in the house, 
$285 to camp, 
$255 for commuters.

Non-members:  Add $30 to the prices above. 

All prices include GST.

For more information please contact 
Linda Benn at the Victoria Yoga Centre, 
202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, BC V8V 3K3
phone: (250) 386-YOGA (9642) 
email: lbenn@islandnet.com 

June 4-6, 2004
With Shirley Daventry French
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Chris Dimofski has taken a new job and is relocating to
Vancouver. We are all sad to see her go but I am very happy
and excited for her as she moves on.

Three years ago I began working with Chris as her training
teacher. Over these years I have witnessed her grow from a
new teacher-in-training to a mature teacher and peer at our

centre. Chris’s official completion of the three year Iyengar Yoga Teacher Training
program was recently honoured and she was presented with an enabling letter. 

Chris engages well with her students – her ready smile and quiet confidence have
encouraged many. She will remain a member of our teacher’s group and will be
back for those monthly meetings to maintain a connection with the community
that has helped her foster much growth and maturity. I have enjoyed, and will
continue to value, our association on this yogic journey. 

Christine, I wish you all the best in your upcoming assessment this spring.

With love and light, Lauren Cox

In our mailbox

Congratulations Christine 
and Bon Voyage!

Dear Leslie (office manager):

Given my line of work and my own nature, I have a fascination
in watching interactions between people, whether it be at the
airport, the train station, or the lobby of the Victoria Yoga
Centre. In the latter instance, I am often amazed at the tact,
the skill, and the warmth, with which your front desk staff deal
with the myriad personalities they encounter, either on the
phone, or in person.

As I’m sure they could tell you, they have probably encoun-
tered a large portion of the personality spectrum. It never
ceases to amaze me how polite, helpful, and efficient they are,
regardless of the individual with whom they are dealing.

As the “front line person,” they are often the ones that give the
first impression of the Yoga Centre, or the ones who can
receive the brunt of an individual’s angst. I’ve watched them
trying to accomplish an update on the computer, answer the
phone, and then have two individuals approach them at the
desk and start talking at the same time. Your staff take it all in
stride, and seem to do it with style and grace.

I just thought it worth letting you know.

– Michael Blades (A forever introductory 1 student)

To the Victoria Yoga Centre,

… This is a very special place and I feel so fortunate to be
going to school in Victoria so I can take yoga at this won-
derful centre! I honestly don’t know what I’d do without it.
Thank you for sharing the path of yoga with me… and the
community.

– Nina Coverdale

Dear Editor,

How about a lesson in Sanskrit in the newsletter. I think if I
knew the breakdown of the asana names then it would give
me clues on what pose went with what name. 

Thanks for the consideration.

– Diane Brubaker

Dear Diane,

Thank you for your suggestion. You have inspired us to do just
that. Hope the article in this issue is helpful to you.

– G. Powell, Editor

“Sadhana” is a Sanskrit term
which means dedicated practice or quest.
This Summer we will be offering a selection 
of 90 minute practices for six to nine days 
in a row.

June 28-July 3 (6 days)
July 5-10 (6 days)
August 23-31 (9 days)
Times for the Sadhanas: 6:30-8:00am
See next issue for more details

S U M M E R  
S A D H A N A S
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C
an’t quite tell Urdhva Mukha
Paschimottanasana apart from
Prasarita Padottanasana? Not
sure what to do when the

teacher calls for Karnapidasana? Not
clearly visualising Utthita Hasta
Padangusthasana? Fear not, help is on the way...

Two things will make identification of asanas (poses) easier.
First you must know that those long Sanskrit words are in fact
like strings of pearls. For example, Urdhva Mukha
Paschimottanasana has 5 words in it: Urdhva (upward), Mukha
(face), Paschima (West or backside of the body), Uttana
(intense), Asana (pose). Learning to identify the smaller words
within the long name makes it easier not only to recognize but
also to start to pronounce. The second thing is that in English
(as well as other languages) we use words that are distant
cousins to Sanskrit.

LANGUAGES

The languages of the western world have developed from
one original tongue. No written record exists of this mother
tongue, but strong similarities between words in different
western languages, called Indo-European languages, point to 
a common origin.

The oldest languages of the Indo-
European family are Sanskrit (2000
B.C.), Greek (800 B.C.) and Latin (500
B.C.) French is a direct descendant of
Latin, and about half of English words
come from French. The Anglo-Saxon

side of English, related to German, is also part of the big Indo-
European family.

One day in yoga class I understood a very obvious link. The
teacher said that janu meant knee. I recognised this immediately
because in my mother tongue, French, the word for knee is
genou, and is similarly pronounced like janu. In the Glossary of
Light on Yoga I saw another strong connection. 
Mrta is Sanskrit for dead or corpse. In French, mort means
death or dead and then goes on into English to show up again
in mortuary (a place for the dead).

THE NAMES OF ASANAS

The names of asanas are most commonly from four cate-
gories: anatomy, animals, sages and deities, and objects.
Additionally, names of poses are further broken down into
numbers and characteristics of the pose. As  we get acquainted
with some of these basic translations within the asana, then the
longer names of asanas start to become decipherable.

Sanskrit Made Simple 
 – a study of asana names
by Marie Roulleau & Gwynneth Powell*

Hanuman made great
leaps across the ocean to
find Rama’s beloved Sita
and then again to save 
his brother Lakshmana. 
In Hanumanasana the legs
are stretched apart like
one is making a great leap.

* With the assistance of Paul Sobejko
who compiled a comprehensive list of
Sanskrit yoga terms relating to asana
from Light on Yoga (B.K.S. Iyengar,
1966) and Yoga for Children (Swati
and Rajiv Chanchani, 1995).

MARIE ROLLEAU IS A LONG-TIME STUDENT AT THE

VICTORIA YOGA CENTRE AND MEMBER OF OUR

SOCIETY. GWYNNETH POWELL IS CERTIFIED IN THE

IYENGAR METHOD AND LIVES IN VICTORIA. SHE HAS

BEEN TEACHING SINCE 1999, IS AN EDITOR ON THE

NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE AND LIAISON TO THE BOARD.

ANATOMY:
1. Pada: foot/leg (pied in

French means foot, while
pedestrian in English denotes
someone on foot)

2. Hasta: hand
3. Anguli: fingers
4. Anghusta: big toe
5. Janu: knee
6. Sirsa: head
7. Mukha: face 
8. Karna: ear
9. Jattara: stomach
10. Anga: limb
11. Bhuja: arm
12. Sarvanga: whole body
13. Sava: corpse
14. Prana: breath/ lifeforce
15. Paschima: west direction

(back side of body)

16. Purva: east direction 
(front side of body)

ANIMALS:
Svana: dog
Bheka: frog
Baka: crow
Ustra: camel
Go: cow
Bhujanga: snake/ serpent
Kapota: pidgeon/ dove
Kurma: turtle
Matsya: fish
Shalabha: locust/ grasshopper 

OBJECTS:
1. Parigha: gate latch
2. Hala: plough
3. Vrksa: tree
4. Tola: scales
5. Tada: mountain

6. Setu: bridge
7. Nava: boat
8. Mudra: seal
9. Dhanu: bow
10. Danda: rod/ staff
11. Chandra: moon
12. Vira: hero
14. Asana: pose/ posture

NUMBERS: 
1. Eka: one
2. Dwi: two, both (dwa in

Polish, pronounced dva)
3. Tri: three (trios in French)
4. Chatur: four (cztery in Polish,

pronounced ch-terry)
5. Ashta: eight



CHARACTERISTICS:
1. Adho: downward
2. Urdva: raised/upward
3. Utthita: extended, stretched.
4. Parivrtta: revolved
5. Baddha: tied/bound
6. Supta: reclining/sleeping
7: Uttana: intense stretch
8. Sthiti: stability
9. Upavistha: seated
10. Prasarita: spread out
11. Ardha: half
12. Salamba: with support
13. Nirlamba: without support
14. Kona: angle
15. Pida: pressure 

SAGES AND DEITIES: ** 
1. Bharadva: a sage; also the father of famous

archer, Drona, who trained the cousins who
would later became rivals and fight the
famous war that the Bhagavad-Gita was
written about.

2. Garuda: was the king of the eagles; Garuda
once provided transportation and carried Lord
Vishnu to the aid of devotee Gajendra, who
was in a life threatening situation.

3. Marichi: son of Brahma and grandfather of
Surya the sun god.

4. Matsyendra: Lord of the Fishes; Shiva
discovered a fish, who had completely learned
his teachings of yoga. Shiva gave him divine
form to then spread the knowledge of yoga. 

5. Surya: Sun god
6. Virabhadra: the great warrior who sprang 

to Shiva’s aid to seek revenge on his father-in-
law. 

7. Nataraja: one of the names of Shiva, the lord
of the dance.

8. Hanuman: chief of the monkey army; one 
of Rama’s greatest devotees who came to 
his aid. Hanuman made huge leaps across 
the sea- first to find Sita and then to save
Rama’s brother. 
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a.   three angle pose: _____________________________________________

b.   reclining bound angle pose: ___________________________________

c.    the pose where you take your head to one knee; or where you
stretch the head of the other knee: ____________________________

d.   the pose where you hold the body stiff like a rod, with only your
four limbs touching the floor (downward push-up position):
______________________________________________________________

e.   downward face dog pose: _____________________________________

f.    the pose where you put pressure on the ears:___________________

g.   the pose where the whole body is supported:___________________

h.   headstand or head balance:____________________________________

i.    one leg out to the side in supported shoulderstand:
______________________________________________________________

j.    spreading the feet intensely pose: _____________________________

(Answers on page 20)

QUIZ

** There are some great stories of the sages and deities in
Light on Yoga. For example, to find out more about the
sage Virabhadra, look up the pose Virabhadrasana in the
index, the history of that sage will be within the first
variation of that pose Virabhadrasana I (and so forth for
Bharadva, Hanuman, etc). For even more research on
Indian sages and deities, find a translation of  The
Mahabharata (one of the great epics, in which the
Bhagavad-Gita is contained).

Times: Friday, 6:30 - 8:30pm, 
Saturday, 10:30am -1:30pm, 
3:00-5:00pm, 
Sunday, 10:30am -1:30pm
Cost: Members $175 + GST, 
non-members $205 + GST

Registration opens:
January 19 for members, 
January 26 for non-members 
Register at: 
Victoria Yoga Centre
#202-919 Fort St., 
Victoria, BC V8V 3K3 
Phone: (250) 386-YOGA (9642),
www.victoriayogacentre.bc.ca

Refunds will only be offered if your
space can be filled and are subject 
to a $10 cancellation fee.

Marlene Mawhinney
An all levels Workshop
March 12-14, 2004

Marlene Mawhinney is one of
Canada’s most experienced
teachers. Director of Yoga Centre
Toronto, chair of the Professional
Development Committee of the
Canadian Iyengar Yoga Teachers
Association, Marlene has been 
to India to study many times and
brings a depth of understanding 
to her teaching.

Name 
that 
Pose
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T
hese are the basic guidelines that the teachers at the
VYC follow, but of course the student should consult
with their teacher before moving to another level. I
have compiled input from many teachers and will

describe the classes from the Introductory Course through to
Level 4.

The Introductory Course is four weeks long and is for
those people who are new to Iyengar Yoga. The level is the
same as in Level 1 class, and the course is offered for students
who just want to try Iyengar style yoga, who may not be able
to commit to eight weeks of classes, or who start halfway
through a term.

Level 1 class is for all level of students with no previous
experience of Iyengar Yoga. In Level 1, mobility is being gained
and a sense of where the body is in space is being defined. It is
recommended that the student take this course two to three
times with at least two different teachers. The student should
talk with their teacher when they are feeling they may want to
move on.

You can go on to Level 2 classes when you understand the
basic alignment of the standing poses, are stable in the standing
poses (lifting the kneecaps regularly), and feel you could be
challenged to hold the pose longer. You know how to set up for
shoulder stand (Sarvangasana), and can stay in it for nearly five
minutes. Sanskrit names for poses are becoming familiar.

Level 2 classes are for students who are ready for a stronger
practice of the basic asanas plus the new and more challenging
poses from the Level 2 syllabus (some poses from the Junior
Intermediate syllabus may be introduced). There will be more
emphasis on exploring the benefits and challenges of the
inversions. 

It is time to move on from Level 2 class if you are gaining
stamina and stability in the poses. The lift of the sternum and
length in the trunk is coming throughout the practice.
Understanding of when and what props to use is becoming
clearer. The inversions are stronger. If you are female in child
bearing years you know how to practice the menstrual

sequence. A balance between effort and effortlessness is being
explored and in Savasana you no longer fall asleep! A home
practice has begun and the student starts to ask more ques-
tions, shows an interest in books, philosophy and even the
development of the Yoga Centre. When a student is attending
classes regularly and is showing devotion to the work, Level 3 is
recommended.

Students must consult with a teacher before entering a
Level 3 class. They have to be able to stay in shoulder stand for
five minutes and in headstand (at wall if necessary) for three
minutes. The syllabus of poses expands to the Junior
Intermediate levels 1, 2 and 3. The student is working to
strengthen and deepen, and there is a willingness to struggle
and search within. Finer precision and alignment work is now
introduced. Home practice is essential here to progress. A
continued interest in yoga philosophy and pranayama is
growing. A person could spend many years at this level. When
inversions and their variations show more stability, the student
shows maturity in working with their own body, and when
their practice is deepening, then Level 4 is suggested.

At Level 4, a regular home practice is a must. The student
here has evolved to the point where both the practice and
deepened interest in yoga are now becoming a way of life. At
this level one requires the strength to look within, increased
dedication, perseverance, and a willingness to be involved in
the community and work with a warrior spirit. This is a life-
long class.

If you have questions about yoga, please send them to the
front desk of the Victoria Yoga Centre attention Ty Chandler.

I would like to thank all the teachers who gave their input
to this article. 

TY CHANDLER IS CERTIFIED IN THE IYENGAR METHOD AND LIVES IN VICTORIA.

SHE HAS BEEN TEACHING SINCE 1996 AND IS ON THE SCHOLARSHIP AND

BURSARY COMMITTEE.

Light on Questions
by Ty Chandler

Dear Ty,
I am a level 2 student at the Victoria Centre and 
am curious about when it is appropriate for me 
to move to the next level?

Thanks, Michelle.
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T
he Yoga Sutras of Patnjali are a
collection of 196 aphorisms written
down about 2500 years ago which
define the path of yoga. They are

divided into four padas (chapters). Note that
sutras 8 of chapter 3 and onwards are not
included in this assignment.

SAMADHI PADA

In the prologue of Light on the Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali (B.K.S. Iyengar, 1993), it states: “the
first pada amounts to a treatise on dharma
sastra, the science of religious duty. Dharma is
that which upholds, sustains, and supports one
who has fallen or is falling, or is about to fall
in the sphere of ethics, physical or mental
practises, or spiritual discipline.” 

The first pada is intended for those who are
highly evolved to help them maintain their
advanced state of intelligence and wisdom.
Patanjali looks at consciousness, its fluctua-
tions, and how to still those fluctuations.

Sutra 1.2 

“Yoga is the cessation of movement in the
consciousness.”

The five movements of consciousness

• real perception/ correct knowledge
• unreal perception/ illusion
• imaginary or fanciful knowledge
• sleep
• memory

Practice and Detachment 

Practice and detachment are the means to still
the fluctuations of consciousness. Practice is
the steadfast effort to still the fluctuations and
renunciation is detachment from desires. The
two balance each other.

God

Consciousness may be restrained by profound
meditation upon God and by total surrender
to God. God is represented by the symbol
Aum. Meditation upon God with the
repetition of Aum removes obstacles to the
mastery of the inner self.

Obstacles to Mastery of the Inner Self

• Physical – disease, sluggishness
• Mental – doubt, carelessness, laziness, sense

gratification
• Intellectual – living in a world of illusion
• Spiritual – lack of perseverance, inability to

hold onto achievements

Four Additional Distractions to 
the Consciousness

• Sorrow
• Despair
• Unsteadiness of the body
• Irregular breathing

Sutra 1.33 

“Through cultivation of friendliness,
compassion, joy and indifference to pleasure
and pain, virtue and vice respectively, the
consciousness becomes favourably disposed,
serene and benevolent.” 

Alternative Methods of Calming the Mind

In addition to sutra 1.33, there are other
techniques to keep the mind in a state of 
well-being 
• Retaining the breath after exhalation to

achieve a serene state
• Becoming totally engrossed, with dedication

and devotion, in an object of interest
• Contemplating a luminous, sorrowless,

effulgent light – the innermost core of 
the heart

Assignment: 
Identify the 
key concepts 
in Samadhi Pada
(sutras 1-51),
Sadhana Pada 
(sutras 1-55), 
and Vibhuti Pada
(sutras 1-7)

Teacher Training Paper

Yoga Sutra Study
by Christine Dimofski
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• Contemplating on enlightened sages
who are free from desires and
attachments or by contemplating
divine objects

• Recollecting and contemplating the
experiences of dream-filled or
dreamless sleep during a watchful
waking state

• Contemplating on any object
conducive to meditation, one that is
auspicious and spiritually uplifting

SADHANA PADA

The second chapter is helpful for both
the uninitiated and the spiritually
evolved. Yet it is more for beginners, to
guide them in how to begin their
practice and how to work towards
spiritual emancipation.

Sutra 2.1

“Burning zeal in practice, self study and
study of scriptures, and surrender to God
are acts of yoga.” This sutra inspires the
three main paths of yoga:
• Karma Yoga – discipline of body,

senses, mind
• Jnana Yoga – path of knowledge, study

of self
•  Bhakti Yoga – love of God, surrender to

God

Kleshas (afflictions)

Five afflictions which disturb the
equilibrium of consciousness: 
• spiritual ignorance
• ego
• attachment to pleasure
• aversion to pain
• fear of death
Spiritual ignorance is the source of all
pains and sorrows. Lack of spiritual
knowledge is “mistaking the transient for
the permanent, the impure for the pure,
pain for pleasure, and that which is not
the self for the self ”.

SUTRA 2.16

“The pains which are yet to come can be
and are to be avoided.”
Imprints of one’s actions are the seeds of
future sorrows and pleasures, in this life

and in future lives. The cause of pain is
identification of the seer with the seen
and the remedy lies in their dissociation.

Prakriti (nature)

The three qualities of nature:
• sattva –  luminous quality
• rajas – vibrant quality
• tamas – dormant quality

Koshas (sheaths)

The seer has five sheaths corresponding
to the elements of nature:
• earth – anatomical sheath
• water – physiological sheath
• fire – mental sheath
• air – intellectual sheath
• ether – spiritual sheath
Yama and Niyama purify the anatomical
and physiological sheaths. 
Asana, Pranayama and Pratyahara divest
the seer of mental sheath. 
Dharana and Dhyana cleanse the
intellectual sheath. 
Samadhi frees the seer from all sheaths to
experience freedom.

Ashtanga Yoga (eight-limbed union)

• yama (moral injunctions)
• niyama (personal observances)
• asana (posture)
• pranayama (regulation of breath)
• pratyahara (internalization of the senses

towards their source)
• dharana (concentration)
• dhyana (meditation)
• samadhi (absorption of consciousness

in the self )

The first five limbs defined

• yama – nonviolence, truthfulness, non-
stealing, continence, non-greed

• niyama – cleanliness, contentment,
religious zeal, self study, surrender of
self to the Supreme Self (God)

• asana – perfect firmness of body,
steadiness of intelligence, benevolence
of spirit

• pranayama – regulation of the
incoming and outgoing flow of breath
with retention

• pratyahara – withdrawing the senses,
mind and consciousness from contact
with external objects, and then drawing
them inwards towards the seer

VIBHUTI PADA

The first 7 sutras of Chapter 3 define the
last 3 limbs as the inner quest. 
• dharana (concentration) – fixing the

consciousness on one point or region
• dhyana (meditation) – a steady,

continuous flow of attention directed
towards the same point or region

• samadhi (complete absorption) – when
the object of meditation engulfs the
meditator, appearing as the subject,
self-awareness is lost

Samyama 

This is the integration of dharana,
dhyana and samadhi.

CHRISTINE DIMOFSKI HAS JUST COMPLETED 

HER TEACHER TRAINING AT THE VICTORIA 

YOGA CENTRE.

Student 
Intensive

August 23- 27
9 am-12 pm

Learn how to establish and
deepen your practice

Level 2 experience required
See next issue for more details
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BOOKS (all book prices subject to GST)

NEW: 30 Essential Yoga Poses – Judith Lasater (2003)                                        $  31.50
Back Care Basics – Mary P. Schatz (1992)                                                         $  30.00
Health through Yoga – Mira Mehta (2002)                                                         $  34.25
NEW: How To Know God: Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali – S. Prabhavananda (1953) $  27.50
How to Use Yoga – Mira Mehta (1994)                                                             $   21.90
NEW: Illumination: Aphorisms of B.K.S. Iyengar, price for members                         $    7.48
NEW: Illumination: Aphorisms of B.K.S. Iyengar, price for non-members                   $    9.35
Laminated practice sheets – Chris Saudek                                                            $    8.15
Light on Pranayama – BKS Iyengar (1981)                                                            $   31.00
Light on the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali – BKS Iyengar (1993)                                     $   31.25
Light on Yoga – BKS Iyengar (1966, 1976)                                                          $  33.50
Relax and Renew – Judith Lasater (1995)                                                            $  30.00
The New Yoga for People Over 50 – Suza Francina (1997)                                   $  23.00
The Runners Yoga Book – Jean Couch (1990)                                                     $  30.00
The Tree of Yoga – BKS Iyengar (1988)                                                              $   19.00
The Yoga of Breath – Richard Rosen                                                                  $  23.50
The Woman’s Book of Yoga & Health – L. Sparrowe, P. Walden (2002)                 $  32.00
Yoga A Gem for Women – Geeta Iyengar (1983)                                                $   13.00
NEW: Yoga And The Wisdom Of Menopause – Suza Francina (2003)                   $  24.25
Yoga for Children – S.+R. Chandani (1995)                                                        $   13.00
Yoga for Pregnancy – Sandra Jordan (1987)                                                        $  26.50
Yoga in Action: A Preliminary Course – Geeta Iyengar                                          $   15.00
Yoga Kurunta – Chris Saudek (2001)                                                                  $  22.00
Yoga the Iyengar Way – Silva, Mira, and Shyam Mehta (1990)                               $  33.00
ON SALE: Yoga: The Path to Holistic Health – BKS Iyengar (2001)                       $  25.00

AUDIO/VIDEO (All audio/video prices subject to 7% GST and 7.5% PST)

In Praise of Divine Mother – Swami Hridayananda (CD)                                        $   18.00
Introduction to Yoga – Patricia Walden (video)                                                     $  29.00
Pranayama: The Art of Breathing – Felicity Green (2 audio tapes)                            $  26.00
Pranayama:The Art of Breathing – Felicity Green ( 2 Cds)                                      $  34.00
Silence of the Spirit – Fr. Joe Pereira (audio tape)                                                $   10.00
Standing Poses: Upright and Inverted – John Schumacher (audio tape)                     $   15.00
Yoga, A Basic Daily Routine – John Schumacher (audio tape)                                 $   17.00
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali – Sri Nagarraj/BKS Iyengar (2 audio tapes)                          $   10.00

Victoria Yoga Centre• 202-919 Fort Street, Victoria, BC V8V 3K3• 386-YOGA(9642)

publ icat ions for sa le

Upcoming

CIYTA
Assessment Dates

June 18-20 
Introductory I & II 
Kelowna & Edmonton

Oct 15-17 
Introductory I & II 
Halifax

Junior Intermediate I
Toronto

Nov. 19-21 
Junior Intermediate I
Vancouver

Please note:
The Introductory Level I 
& II Assessments are held
annually the third weekend
of June and the third
weekend of October.

Congratulations
The following candidates
achieved certification during 
the Junior Intermediate III
assessment in Victoria, 
January 2004:

Sheri Berkowitz, 
Salt Spring Island, BC

Vicky Catchpole, Royston, BC

Lauren Cox, Victoria, BC

Andy Orr, Toronto, ON

Linda Shevloff, Hong Kong

Beverley Winsor, 
St. John's, Newfoundland

Yoga



INTRODUCTION TO IYENGAR YOGA
– 4 WEEKS
Mar. 2, 9, 16, 23 & Mar. 30, Apr. 6,13, 20
Tues    7:00 – 8:30pm       Karin Holtkamp

Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24 & Mar. 31, Apr. 7, 14, 21
Wed 6:30 – 8:00pm         Britta Poisson, 

LEVEL 1
Mon   12:00 – 1:30pm     Lauren Cox
Mon   4:00 – 5:30pm       Jo Anna Hope
Mon   7:30 – 9:00pm       Ann Kilbertus
Tues    10:00 – 11:30am   Leslie Hogya
Tues    4:45 – 6:15pm       Melissa Worth
Tues    7:00 – 8:30pm       Wies Pukesh
Wed   6:00 – 7:30pm       Gwynneth Powell
Thurs  8:30 – 10:00am     Linda Benn
Thurs  5:30 – 7:00pm       Wendy Boyer
Thurs  6:30 – 8:00pm       Jeannette Merryfield
Fri       10:30 – 12:00pm   Linda Benn
Fri       5:00  – 6:30pm      Gwynneth Powell
Sat     9:30 – 11:00am     Corrine Lowen
Sun     10:30 – 12:00pm   Ty Chandler
Sun     3:00 – 4:30pm       Wies Pukesh

LEVEL 1 / 2
Wed   9:00 – 10:30am     Ty Chandler
Wed   7:30 – 9:00pm       Melissa Worth
Thurs  7:00 – 8:30pm       Greg Sly

LEVEL 2
Mon   7:30 – 9:00pm       James Currie-Johnson
Tues    10:00 – 11:30am   Robin Cantor
Tues    5:15 – 7:00pm       Leslie Hogya
Tues    6:30 – 8:00pm       Melissa Worth
Wed   7:45 – 9:15pm       Gwynneth Powell
Thurs  4:30 – 6:00pm       Ann Kilbertus
Fri       9:00 – 10:30am     Linda Benn
Fri       5:00 – 6:30pm       Wendy Boyer
Sat     8:00 – 9:30am       Corrine Lowen
Sun     9:00 – 10:30am     Ty Chandler
Sun     4:30 – 6:00pm       Wies Pukesh

LEVEL 2/3
Mon   10:00 – 12:00pm   Lauren Cox
Wed   6:00 – 7:30pm       Ty Chandler

LEVEL 3
Thurs  10:00 – 12:00pm   Shirley Daventry French, 

Linda Benn
Thurs  6:00 – 8:00pm       Ann Kilbertus, 

Leslie Hogya 
Sat     9:00 – 11:00am     Marlene Miller

LEVEL 4
Mon   5:30 – 7:30pm       Shirley Daventry French

& Senior teachers

NOON HOUR CLASSES
Tues    12:00 – 1:00pm     Jeannette Merryfield
Wed   12:00 – 1:00pm     Wendy Boyer
Thurs  12:00 – 1:00pm     Lauren Cox
Fri       12:00 – 1:00pm     Ty Chandler

TIMED PRACTICE
Tues    5:30 – 7:00pm       Ty Chandler
Fri       7:00-8:00am          Robin Cantor 

RESTORATIVE (registered and drop-in)
Wed   5:30 – 6:30PM       James Currie-Johnson

PRANAYAMA Level 3 or 4 + teacher’s
permission required
April 29, May 6, 13, 20
Thurs  7:00 – 8:00am       Shirley Daventry French

INTRODUCTION TO YOGA PHILOSOPHY  
March 25, April 1, 15, 22
Thurs  5:00 – 6:00pm       Leslie Hogya

FOCUS ON WOMEN
Fri       9:30am – 11:00am Robin Cantor

PRE NATAL YOGA
Mon   7:30 – 9:00pm       Robin Cantor

PRE & POST NATAL YOGA
Sat     3:00 – 4:00pm       Lauren Cox

55 & BETTER
Wed   10:30 – 12:00pm   Leslie Hogya –

continuing
Fri       10:30 – 12:00pm   Wendy Boyer –

beginners

SPECIAL NEEDS
Wed   4:30 – 6:00pm       Shirley D. French, 

Ann Kilbertus, 
Leslie Hogya, 
Lauren Cox

Thurs  1:15 – 2:45pm       Linda Benn,
Ann Kilbertus

BACK CARE
Mon   4:00 – 5:15pm       Linda Benn

TY’S YOGA KIDS (Ages 10 – 14)
Fri       4:00 – 5:00pm       Ty Chandler

HIGHSCHOOL YOGA (Age 14 +)
Fri       3:30 – 4:45pm       Gwynneth Powell

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
for TERM 4, 2004

VICTORIA YOGA CENTRE • 202-919 Fort Street, Victoria BC V8V 3K3 • Phone (250) 386-YOGA (9642) 

Term 4, March 1 – May 2 (8 weeks) 
Note class break at Easter, April 6 - 12. 
Some classes will be adjusted due 
to special workshops or holidays.
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R
eaders of the January/February
newsletter will have seen the
announcement that the Victoria Yoga
Centre has just published the book

Illumination. This slim volume of sutra-like
sayings owes it existence first to B.K.S.
Iyengar and then to a spontaneous effort by
yoga teachers and students in Victoria.

It was Karyn Woodland who came up
with the idea to publish this book to mark
B.K.S. Iyengar’s 85th birthday. Soon Shirley
Daventry French put out an appeal for funds,
Lauren Cox was drawing illustrations and
Karyn was selecting quotes and doing the
layout. Karyn tells me that the name for the
book came up during a conversation she had
one day with Britta Poisson. Lauren’s Lotus
flower drawing that is on the cover of the
book is now being used on the Yoga Centre’s
tee shirts. 

The aphorisms have been published before
but never before in this attractive and conven-
ient format. Yoga students have discovered
these aphorisms in the past, often one-by-one
or as part of a larger treatise. As a music lover 
I have always remembered one of the most 
oft-quoted aphorisms: 

Yoga is like music. 
     The rhythm of the body,
     the melody of the mind
     and the harmony of the soul,
     create the symphony of life.

I remember hearing many of them
repeated by yoga teachers, or discovering them
in magazines, books, or web sites. They have
always given me a shock of recognition,
unveiling the essence of yoga. The final
aphorism in the book speaks of Samadhi
(illumination):

The known is limited,
     but the unknown is vast.
     go to the unknown more and more.

Together the aphorisms are an inspiration
to all yoga practitioners. Having them
together in this volume gives me an incentive
to learn them by heart and use them more in
my yoga teaching and practice. 

      Copies of Illumination are available 
at the Victoria Yoga Centre. Prices: 
$7.48 + GST for VYC members
$9.35 + GST for non-members
Cost for bulk orders of 10 or more is 
$8.00 + GST plus shipping and handling.

Book Review

by James Currie-Johnson

JAMES CURRIE-JOHNSON IS

CERTIFIED IN THE IYENGAR

METHOD AND LIVES IN VICTORIA.

TEACHING SINCE 1994 JAMES IS THE

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF

TEACHERS IN OUR NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION. 

Illumination – Aphorisms 
of B.K.S. Iyengar 
(Victoria Yoga Centre, 2003)

To the following donors who
contributed generously to
Guruji’s book Illumination:
Rosemary Barritt, BKS Iyengar
Yoga Association, Lee Elliott,
Debra Johnson, Yvonne Kipp,
Marlene Miller, Setty Shoba,

Rosemary Short and Robin Wright. Thank you also to
the unknown donor who didn’t leave her name and to
anyone else who has donated since this announcement
was put together.

Thank you to Billie Essa and the Spicejammer
Restaurant for the delicious fruit and cheese platter.

Thank you to the whole community for helping with
the national assessment by acting as cleaners, students,
cooks and drivers. Thank you especially to Corrine
Lowen and Robin Cantor for coordinating this event.

Thank you to Karen Dayton for her transcribing work.

Thank you to Heather Hobbs for organizing an infor-
mation table at the Health Fair on January 24 
and 25 and to all those who participated by donating
their time.

Thank you to Gwynneth Powell, Ty Chandler and
Michelle Randalles for representing the Yoga Centre 
at a recent food bank fundraiser.

Thank you!

Thank you!

Thank you! 
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C
urrently, the editorial position for the Victoria Yoga Centre
Newsletter is three-pointed, resting on a triangle of
volunteers: Gwynneth Powell, Greg Sly, and Melissa
Worth. Each produces two issues a year. As editor, they

plan their issues, contact writers, collect copy, edit and revise as
necessary, assemble photos and announcements, communicate
with the graphic designer and the copy-editor, and deal with the
printer. They work on a shared laptop loaded with earlier issues,
unused articles and guidelines, and seek advice and support
from the Newsletter Committee. Each learned how to do the
job by shadowing a mentor. Now, they wedge editing into their
full schedules, and dream of increasing their numbers.

For twenty-three years, the Newsletter has been written,
edited, proof-read, and distributed by volunteers. Some of its
earlier committee members laugh about sitting around a table
to do the paste-up by hand. Six times a year, 600 copies go out
to a widespread yoga community.

Melissa Worth encountered yoga at the age of ten when her
older sister met and fell in love with Shirley’s son, Adrian
French. By the time she was sixteen, her father had put up a
rope for her and she was doing poses at home a few times a
week. Her practice lapsed while she studied Anthropology and
English at university because she got uncomfortable with the God-
talk. It was exactly that aspect of yoga which drew her back to
classes. Now, Melissa does yoga in some capacity every day. This
includes her own practice and service as editor, plus studying
and teaching yoga. Between nine and five, she is a researcher for
a provincial government office.

Greg Sly says his full-time job as trumpet-player in the
Canadian Forces’ Naden Band is symbiotically paired with his yoga
practice and teaching. He’s also re-building the house where he
and his wife Carolyn live with their baby daughter, Jasmine. He

identifies a theme of creativity linking his various endeavors, from
university studies in music and conflict resolution to a long-
time interest in cooperative ventures and meditation—he once
spent nine months at a commune/ashram in Belgium where
studying the Bhagavad Gita first introduced him to yoga. For
him, the editorial process is a mirror reflecting something you
can work with. It helps him recognize how his mind behaves,
and how he acts.

Gwynneth Powell, who bought a copy of Light on Yoga when
she was fifteen, has a background in the care industry. Now, as
a full-time Iyengar Yoga teacher, she educates people to care for
themselves by teaching the path of yoga. She says she’s learned
an incredible amount by working on the Newsletter, from how to
write an article that’s not verbose, to how to help someone else
write effectively. The editorship has given her another perspec-
tive on the whole system of yoga, adding a layer to what she
gained through the teacher training program, the certification
process, and her practice.

All three view their work in the position of editor as a gift,
not a chore. Taimi Mulder is preparing to edit an issue this
summer. How about you? 

JANE MUNRO IS LONGTIME STUDENT AT THE VICTORIA YOGA CENTRE 

AND IS ON THE NEWSLETTER COMMITTEE.

Editorial Trikonasana
by Jane Munro

Volunteers help with
all kinds of things 
at the Victoria Yoga
Centre. This column
introduces some of the
people who give 
a great deal to our
community.

Vo l u n t ee r s
a.  tri-kona-asana = Trikonasana 
b.  supta-baddha-kona-asana = Supta Baddha Konasana
c.   Janu-sirsa-asana = Janu Sirsasana (also means ‘head

of the knee’ stretches back)
d.  chatur-anga-danda-asana = Chaturanga Dandasana
e.  adho-mukha-svana-asana = Adho Mukha Svanasana
f.   karna-pida-asana = Karnapidasana
g.  salamba-sarvanga-asana = Salamba Sarvangasana 
h.  sirsa asana = Sirsasana
i.   parsva-eka-pada-sarvangasana = Parsvaika Pada Sarvangasana
j.   Prasarita-pada-uttana-asana = Prasarita Paddottanasana
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Radha Yoga Centre
This year is the Radha Yoga Centre's
20th anniversary! Beginning in 1984 as
Shambhala House, the history of the Radha
Centre overlaps with that of the Victoria
Yoga Centre, as many of the same people
worked to create these two vital and
authentic centres, where the Teachings are
lived according to the lineages that we have
inherited. The Radha Yoga Centre invites the
members of the Victoria Yoga Centre to join
us in our celebrations this year. 
Please check our website for events.
www.radha.org (go to the Victoria listing)

Radha Yoga Centre • 1500 Shasta Place • 250 595-0177 • rycvic@island.net • www.radha.org

Radha Yoga Centre

Celebrate the return of spring by taking an afternoon to
honour your dreams. Learn to understand the language of
your higher self, and follow your inner guidance. Based on
“Realities of the Dreaming Mind” by Swami Radha.

Updated edition of “Realities of the Dreaming Mind” available
Feb.9! This book is a reference for working with your dreams
that will last a lifetime. Inspiring and multi-layered guidance
for those seeking something more in life. 

Namaste!

Dream
Workshop
Sunday March 21, 

1-4 pm, 

sliding scale $20-$30

Member’s Scholarships are available for
all long workshops and intensives.

Please apply in writing at least one
month prior to the workshop you are
interested in. See Calendar on back page
for dates.

Student Bursaries are available to all
students presently enrolled in classes. 

To subsidize your term fees please apply 
3 weeks prior to term.

Applications and details for both 
are available at the reception desk.

Victoria Yoga Centre 
202-919 Fort Street 
Victoria, BC V8V 3K3

Scholarships 

21

&Bursaries



 

MARCH
          5   Friday Night Video 6:45 pm
          6   Short Workshop: 

Inversions with Gwynneth Powell

    12-14  Marlene Mawhinney workshop

        27  Teacher’s Meeting

          28   Short Workshop: What and How
to Practice, with Leslie Hogya

            
   APRIL 
             2   Friday Night Gathering 6:30 pm

            3   Timed Practice for Members 11:30am

           24   Teacher’s Meeting

    MAY 
           14   Big, Big Practice

           15   Short Workshop: Yoga Kurunta,
with Ann Kilbertus

           22   Teacher’s Meeting

    JUNE 
          4-6   Salt Spring Retreat

 28-Jul 3   Summer Sadhana

     JULY 
        5-10   Teacher Training Intensive

Introductory Level

        5-10   Summer Sadhana

AUGUST 
     16-20   Teacher Training Intensive 

Junior Level

     23-27   Student Intensive

     23-31   Summer Sadhana

VICTORIA

yoga centre
SOCIETY

Membership and 
Newsletter Subscription

For a one year membership and newsletter
subscription, please complete this form 
and send it with your cheque or money order to:

Victoria Yoga Centre Society, c/o Karin Holtkamp,
202-919 Fort Steet, Victoria BC  V8V 3K3

Membership/subscription fee is $32 (incl. GST), 
renewable each January.

Name: ______________________________________

Address: ____________________________________

City: ________________________________________

Postal Code: _________________________________

Country: ____________________________________ 

Phone: ______________________________________

E-mail: ______________________________________

n Do not mail me my newsletter during sessions, 
I’ll pick one up at my class

n Receipt required

victoria yoga centre
Calendar 2004

Membership benefits include 5% discount on
classes, free practice times at the VYC, timed
practices, early registration and discount on
workhops, borrowing privileges in our library,
eligibility to become a board member and
eligibility for scholarships for workshops.


